
Irish Gav, poem, What You Leave Behind
Post Atomic Horror has reviewed the last episode of Deep Space Nine, "What You Leave Behind", in episode 235. And Irish Gav has summarized the 
episode in poem form.

Twice.

So I wanted to compare the 2 poems.

Version 1, 9 Aug 2015 Version 2, 28 Oct 2018

And now listen up, pa(h)llie
for the DS9 finale

I must be out of my mind
For now I'm doing "What You Leave Behind"
It's only the finale of Deep Space Nine
I'm sure everyone will turn out just fine

Still last poem until the finale of Disco
So let's start of with the crew of Benjamin Sisko

Bashir and Ezri are having a post-coital prattle To catch you up.... Ezri and Julian are now a thing

and swear to not die in the oncoming battle

Meanwhile Miles hasn't told Julian for what that's worth
of his and his family's move to Earth

Miles has to tell him that he is leaving

Meanwhile a fleet of Federation, Romulan and Klingon crafts
will reach the Cardassian border in a day and a half

Now the Federation fleet sets course for Cardassia Prime

That's right Cardassia doesn't have a rhyme

On Cardassia itself Damar is stopped by a Jem'Hadar
but a liar like Kira does to him what Burma did to Myanmar

Weyoun and the Founder find out Damar is still alive
But not for long as the Jem Hadar arrive
Kira saves them as she lends assistance
So they continue planning the Cardassian resistance

Sisko's prophets says the journey's end is in his past
Well, it was a season 7 TNG episode since you asked

The prophets tell Sisko that his journey's end is in the past
Well yes, it was in season 7 of TNG that it was broadcast

It's the Kai Winn and Dukat show in the fire caves TM Meanwhile Kai and Dukat are at the Fire Caves which is just a term
It's more of a Fire Pothole I can confirm



The Pah Wraiths are there and they want to release them

On Cardassia the rebellion starts which can't possibly go wrong While just as Weyoun tries to strengthen the fleet
A sabotage on the power by the resistance is complete
The Cardassian people are staging a revolt

This is all so I can say self sealing stembolt

Oh wait, the Dominion destroys Lakarian city, that didn't take long The Dominion takes revenge and destroys a city
Wow okay, that got a bit gritty

Martok talks of drinking bloodwine on the Cardassian sphere
Meanwhile in space, insert space battle here

Damar, Garak and Kira make plans to attack the HQ
While the Alliance Fleet and Dominion engage.  Pew pew.

Miles finally tells Julian of his imminent move
Which Bashir doesn't at first approve

During battle Miles tells Julian Earth will be his abode.

Oh and Cirroc Lofton DOES appear in this episode

Damar for this part is captured and ordered to be killed
but Cardassian soldiers joins him for which he's obviously thrilled

The Dominion retreats back to Cardassia Prime
While the Cardassians switch sides in the nick of time

Between Miles and the space battle Cardassian ships do the same

The female changeling demands every Cardassian die in flames

Damar and his revolutionary all stars don't get too far
They laugh hysterically at a locked door because it's not a jar?

The resistance get into the HQ despite it being uninviting

They eventually get in but for Damar it costs his life
Kira takes charge, that will cause the Dominion some strife
More space battle inserted here
While the rebels capture Weyoun and female changeling in coup of the 
year
Weyoun is shot dead by Garak the simple tailor

But Damar and Weyoun are killed in the fighting

Female changeling doesn't surrender, they should jail her
But Odo beams down and she has a change of heart
Not literally of course, that wouldn't be smart

Odo arrives and he and the founder link
She agrees to surrender after a bit of a rethink



Back in the fire caves, remember that place
Win's evil plan continues apace
She sacrifices Dukat to wake the Pah Wraiths from sleep

Kai Winn kills Dukat as a Pah Wraith sacrifice

If I were them I'd stay away from her or wrath they will reep

Martok drinks bloodwine by himself like a drunken bore Sisko and Ross think the Blood Wine toast ain't that nice

Which explains why he makes Worf the Federation ambassador Oh and Worf is Federation ambassador now I guess

Don't worry that only lasts until Star Trek Nemesis

And now the obligatory appearance by Vic Fontaine There's a celebration at Vic Fontaine's

Oh, I should mention, Dukat is alive again
Sisko sets his Dukat on deadness
While Win is burned to death by a hot redness
Benjamin arrives to fight the disgraced Gul
And is disarmed and whacked on the skull
Don't worry, the fight soon turns
And Dukat's final appearance is being burned

But Sisko goes to Bajor to stop Dukat's reign
As the Pah Wraiths have brought him back to life
And he is now ready to bring Sisko more strife
First Dukat kills Kai Winn
Eh, it's not the worst sin
Sisko and Dukat fall fighting into the fire
But the Pah Wraiths and Dukat are the ones who expire

For his part in stopping Dukat's treason

Sisko remains in the Celestial Temple, for some reason In the Celestial Temple Sisko must stay

He appears to Kassidy and says she'll see him one day

Now we're at the end of the series and more
It's time for all the montages galore

Odo goes to join the changelings in the great link
And Kira's upset but doesn't give a damn what you think

Kira leaves Odo at the Great Link for good

She's left in charge of Deep Space Nine She returns to the station as she should

Jake misses his dad but Quark's still as fine

And that was DS9's "What You Left Behind" So now that Deep Space Nine has passed

Now Voyager. Please keep an open mind.

I now return you to your Post Atomic Horror podcast

Transcribed by Lise Andreasen, ommadawn.dk


